The Bogleheads’ Guide to Investing

AUTHORS: Mel Lindauer, Taylor Larimore, Michael Realliot + John C. Bogle
PUBLISH DATE: 2014
WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Actionable tips from a variety of experts who have spent years understanding the ins and outs of investing

A Random Walk Down Wall Street

AUTHOR: Burton G. Malkiel
PUBLISH DATE: 2015
WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: A potted history of information about history, economics, and the market theories that help investors of all ages make wise investment decisions

The Book on Rental Property Investing

AUTHOR: Brandon Turner
PUBLISH DATE: 2015
WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Present day, step-by-step advice to be a successful real estate investor by someone who has achieved financial freedom with real estate

Everyday Millionaires

AUTHOR: Chris Hogan
PUBLISH DATE: 2015
WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Advice from everyday people who made millions by making smart financial moves on a modest salary — and how you can do the same

The Simple Path to Wealth

AUTHOR: JL Collins
PUBLISH DATE: 2016
WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: Full of wisdom, financial data to support your views, and an easy-to-follow process for accumulating wealth

Rich Dad Poor Dad

AUTHOR: Robert Kiyosaki
PUBLISH DATE: 2007
WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT: See how the wealthy and nonwealthy differ in their views of money and what you can do to build your wealth like the affluent